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1 Introduction

ODR in the consumer context refers to the use of ICT tools and methods (usually alternative to the court system) employed by businesses and consumers (B2C) to settle conflicts that arise out of economic transactions between the parties, particularly in e-commerce. It is often distinguished from other fields where ODR is used, such as in the commercial field (B2B), in the public sphere to resolve government and citizen (G2C) disputes, and in the resolution of disputes related to intellectual property. A consumer transaction (B2C), akin to a consumer dispute, will be one where an individual, acting on a personal capacity, buys goods or services for his or her personal use. Conversely, a business is an individual or an entity that acts on a professional capacity selling goods or services as part of their profession.

In a B2C dispute, the aggrieved party is frequently the consumer as they normally pay in advance for their purchased goods and services. Consequently, the consumer is the weaker party in a dispute where the business has the payment and the experience of dealing with similar disputes. Consumers will often get more involved in the dispute, taking it more personal, and thus requiring a more transformative solution, while the business is mostly interested in resolving the dispute as fast and inexpensively as possible.

In certain cases, businesses will be keen in resolving the dispute in order to maintain their reputation. This is relevant when, as it happens in eBay, the buyer leaves feedback after a transaction. When ODR is effectively used in this way, it has an added value for the parties; it increases the consumers’ trust in those online sellers that provide ODR services. Greater trust means that reliable sellers would boost their trade and consumers will be protected from the potential abuse by the dominant party in the transaction. ODR services may be employed to ensure that consumers’ rights are respected by the online vendor, hence enhancing consumers’ confidence in the online transaction. 1 As a result, ODR would
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ultimately enhance the business’s ability to sell while at the same time protecting the consumer’s ability to participate safely in e-commerce.

E-commerce is thought to be one of the areas where ODR will flourish as it seems logical for parties that enter into disputes online to use the same medium, the Internet, to resolve their disputes. The resolution of small value disputes that inevitably arise out of millions of transactions taking place every day between parties located far from each other require the use of cost-efficient methods of dispute resolution. Examples of ODR providers that resolve high volume of consumer disputes are eBay and PayPal, which act as third neutral parties encouraging first business and consumers to reach amicable agreements through automated negotiation, and when parties cannot reach consensual agreements, they adjudicate the disputes.2

The expansion of ODR in the consumer context is not simply about reducing the cost of resolving disputes that could be settled face to face. It is mostly about finding innovative ways to settle niche disputes which otherwise would remain unresolved due to the high costs of litigation (not to mention cross-border challenges of conflict of laws) and face to face ADR methods. ODR for consumers should be characterised by being of easy access and user-friendly as well as being cost-effective. Yet, this is not an easy task, particularly in cross-border disputes, where new challenges enter into the paradigm of resolving disputes online.

This chapter starts in part 2 arguing that technology assisted dispute resolution methods are essential to increase consumer access to justice. The chapter does not intend to focus on particular jurisdictions, but many references made in this chapter examine the two largest economies with a relatively unified consumer law, i.e. the European Union and United States, since these two jurisdictions take different approaches to consumer protection. Part 3 of this chapter briefly argues that ODR methods and techniques should be employed first and foremost to avoid consumer complaints. Part 4 examines some of the challenges that face the growth of ODR, namely, obtaining sustainable funding to resolve small value disputes, ensuring due process guarantees and raising trust and awareness amongst its users. Part 5 analyzes some of the main ODR methods for resolving disputes; this part is divided into consensual and adjudicative methods, and it is followed by a critical analysis on what are the most suitable ODR methods for resolving consumer disputes. Lastly, Part 6 ventures some thoughts on what the future may hold for consumer ODR services.
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2 Technology as a Vehicle to Improve Consumer Access to Justice

In some jurisdictions, such as in the 27 Member States of the European Union (EU), consumer protection law is very extensive; in fact European consumers have more rights when buying online than when they go to the local shop. Yet, the existing public enforcement mechanisms are not sufficient to guarantee their rights. When consumer protection law is not coupled with appropriate enforcement mechanisms, it does not increase consumer safety in the online market nor enhance consumer trust.

When consumers individually pursue remedies to their disputes, traditionally the most common forum for resolving them is consumer agencies and courts (especially when there is a small claims court available). In recent times, certain industry sectors are relying on ADR methods, which are increasingly being supported by ICT tools. It is believed that the expansion of these methods is necessary to give consumers appropriate access to justice.

With regards to public enforcement, a number of national agencies assist consumers in resolving their disputes, although the cross-border co-operation between these bodies presently appears to be rather limited. The strategy, however, has been different across the world. For instance, the United States has facilitated the use of class actions to correct market abuses. Hence class actions appeared in the US in order to compensate for the lack of governmental support in enforcing consumer laws. By contrast, in the EU, only thirteen Member States currently allow class actions with certain restrictions under their domestic laws.

The consumer protection policy in the EU is based on the intervention of the public authorities to stop market abuses, while in the US the public policy encourages attorneys to take more initiative in upholding consumer rights and correcting market abuses. One reason for this is that US attorneys may charge contingent fees, with the approval of the court. Recent legislative changes in some European Member States (e.g. the UK) tend to follow the US model permitting the charging of conditional fees which allow lawyers not to charge when they lose a case and to obtain an upscale premium (up to 100% of the
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3 See generally SANCO 2009 infra.
original legal fee) if the case is won.\textsuperscript{6} Furthermore, the UK is now considering the introduction of contingency fees à la US in order to cut down on legal costs.\textsuperscript{7}

A significant difficulty in class action procedures is the resources needed to reach and communicate with all the claimants. These types of disputes are good options to be managed through the use of ICT tools, particularly with the increase of e-commerce, where the number of disputes augments across borders.\textsuperscript{8} The use of technology to negotiate and resolve these disputes may help to overcome difficulties related to the use of litigation in various jurisdictions, and it will ease communications among the many consumer claimants.

The option of commencing legal proceedings for resolving e-commerce disputes of small value is only feasible when there is either the possibility of a collective action, or, if pursued individually, when a small claims procedure is complemented with ICT, e.g. Online Small Claims Court. However, these processes encounter difficulties in resolving cross-border disputes. The European Small Claims Procedure, which has been implemented in all the EU Member States since January 2009, uses online standard forms and encourages the use of ICT.\textsuperscript{9} If EU Member States incorporate effective ICT tools and flexibility in their use, the judicial process has the potential to become a fully-fleshed ODR process, which would make national courts in the EU more accessible and appropriate to deal effectively with cross-border claims, including those arising out of e-commerce.

When cross-border disputes are resolved in courts, there is an additional issue that must be contemplated: conflict of laws. Currently, there are two opposite approaches worldwide. This can be seen with rules employed in the EU and the US. In the EU, conflicts of laws are resolved according to the Brussels and Rome Regulations\textsuperscript{,10} which contrast with the position in US.\textsuperscript{11} Under EU law, the tendency is to recognise consumers' habitual residence as the competent forum and consumers' domestic law as the applicable law (country of destination approach) even when there is a contractual clause stating otherwise.\textsuperscript{12} Accordingly, it may be expected that if online businesses were susceptible to be sued at the consumers' forum, (regardless how rare this may be!) one would expect the business

\textsuperscript{12} See Regulation 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on Jurisdiction and the Recognition and Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters, Article 15.1(c); Regulation 593/2008 of 17 June 2008 on the Law Applicable to Contractual Obligations (Rome I) Article 6.
to prefer the use of ODR. In the US, however, the approach is the opposite, where there is a preference to favour the country of origin approach and to uphold pre-dispute contractual clauses. Consequently, US businesses may be less incentivised in incorporating accessible ODR. In any event, none of the above approaches seem to strike the right balance between the parties. Furthermore, in most cases recourse to the courts may neither be feasible nor desirable for one or both parties; thus, public and private ODR initiatives may be a solution for many B2C e-commerce disputes.

Although it is often assumed that one of the major advantages of ODR is that it avoids jurisdictional issues, it should be noted that ODR services cannot always rely on disputants to co-operate and to always have self-enforcement mechanisms. For this reason, there is a pending need to harmonise conflict of laws through an international convention achieving the necessary compromise to ascertain the jurisdiction for the resolution of consumer disputes.

3 Dispute Avoidance Before Dispute Resolution

As previously mentioned, this chapter focuses on dispute resolution methods used to deal with B2C disputes. ODR is generally understood as a number of more or less informal dispute resolution processes that take place mainly online and that are provided by independent entities rather than by one of the disputants, i.e. automated negotiation, assisted negotiation, mediation, arbitration and small claims court procedures. Moreover, ODR may be split into dispute avoidance and dispute resolution. Dispute avoidance mechanisms include internal complaint procedures, escrows, online payment services, reputation systems and trustmarks. Conflict prevention is of paramount importance and businesses should focus on how to improve it before investing on dispute resolution. ODR can offer added value to businesses that are interested in avoiding complaints from escalating to disputes. With these objectives in mind a number of public initiatives have been developed, such as the econsumer.gov and consumer complaint form, which were designed to standardise
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claims and clarify complaints, including those that are originated out of cross-border transactions.\(^{17}\)

An efficient dispute resolution system needs to be built on solid dispute avoidance mechanisms, which in itself requires consumer empowerment. The latter is achieved by ensuring that businesses provide the necessary information, educating consumers about their rights and obligations, and how to engage in sensible shopping while avoiding transactions with unreliable online businesses.\(^{18}\) It is also necessary to provide mechanisms to ensure that online businesses recognise and comply with their obligations.\(^{19}\) Even when disputes arise, ODR providers ought to be used as the last resort to resolve those disputes which cannot be resolved at an early stage between the business and the consumer. This is well illustrated by eBay whose in-house ODR process has resolved hundreds of millions disputes, while its previous preferred ODR provider, SquareTrade (and now PayPal amongst other ODR service providers), resolved just over two million in its life time.\(^{20}\) ODR providers should assist online businesses in building effective internal complainant procedures, and their disputes should therefore only be outsourced to external ODR providers in the most difficult cases to ensure impartiality and create trust amongst consumers.

4 Constraints in the Expansion of ODR

There have been many ODR initiatives that have not achieved market implementation. Studies have shown that many ODR providers have ceased operating, and many others have stopped updating their websites.\(^{21}\) This evidences the number of challenges that hinder the growth of ODR. This section focuses on four aspects that are believed to constrain the expansion of consumer ODR: financing ODR, lack of uniform procedural standards, reluctance to participate in ODR processes, and awareness.


\(^{18}\) See for example Howard, the ECC-Net’s online shopping assistant. Available at <www.ukecc.net/sub.asp?id=209>, EC Communication COM(2007) 99 Final. p. 5.


\(^{20}\) Author’s phone interview with Colin Rule, ODR Director of eBay and PayPal, 23 July 2008.

4.1 Financing ODR Services

Private funding may secure sufficient income, but it may also jeopardise the independence of an ODR service provider, especially in B2C transactions where a unilateral fees model from the business seems to be the most common way to encourage consumer’s participation. In order to avoid a perception of bias, Katsh and Rifkin suggest that the ODR provider should clearly admit if there is any funding given by the business. Transparency should be complemented with additional mechanisms to ensure impartiality, such as systems to handle complaints when procedures were not followed.

Consumers International argues that ODR services should be provided for free or for a moderate cost. Rule suggests the charge of a low fee to discourage frivolous claims, but he warns that if fees are too high, parties may not use ODR. Frivolous claims can also be avoided by charging an administration fee that could be returnable if the consumer succeeds wholly or partly in the claim.

Some successful ODR providers, such as the Austrian Internet Ombudsman, benefit from public funding. This removes bias concerns of private financial support, yet this may result in a heavy burden for taxpayers. In some jurisdictions, dispute resolution is seen as a necessary public service. An example of this would be Spain, where legislation does not allow the operation of dispute resolution services for-profit. This approach, however, discourages the development of the private and competitive ODR industry.

It can be argued that for-profit ODR services, as a form of e-commerce, could be allowed as long as they provide transparent services that are monitored by public authorities. This is particularly necessary when ODR services are used for resolving disputes between parties with unequal bargaining power (B2C disputes) and when the costs of dispute resolution (and due process) are reduced in order to deliver a cost-effective ODR process.
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26 For more information see Hörnle (2009), p. 76.
27 CEN/ISS Workshop Agreement on Standardization of Online Dispute Resolution Tools prCWA XXX, 2009 p. 68 at 9.1.
Public institutions as well as ODR initiatives seek the creation of a self-financing ODR scheme which does not depend on public funding. It is not clear whether this can always be a workable option, particularly at the beginning when consumers and businesses may not value sufficiently the cost of ODR services. For this reason it has often been proposed public financing to build an ODR network, but expecting to be self-financed once it starts operating.\(^\text{31}\) This is not an easy task. In fact there have already been a number of failed attempts. For instance, Electronic Consumer Dispute Resolution (ECODIR) was initially funded by the European Commission, but it did not succeed in becoming a self-financed ODR provider. This may be due to a number of reasons, the major of which was that it failed to get the co-operation of large ecommerce vendors. This was indeed the key strategy of successful ODR providers, such as CyberSettle partnerships with public and private institutions or the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) approved Uniform Domain Names Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) providers.

Self-financed schemes are more likely to appear when a particular market is highly regulated, for example financial services, travel industry and telecommunications. In many jurisdictions, there are industry ombudsmen or other ADR/ODR services attached to these economic sectors.\(^\text{32}\) Consumer law is also increasing in many countries with the growth of the welfare state. It is a question of time before these jurisdictions will be more willing to develop ODR services to ensure the enforcement of the substantive consumer law.

4.2 Uniform Procedural Standards

In ODR, consumers are one-shooters while businesses are repeat players, dealing with dozens of cases at any given time. This increases the imbalance where businesses are likely to make more informed choices than consumers. For this reason it may be preferable if outside bodies set standards ensuring procedural fairness in B2C processes.\(^\text{33}\) Due process rights need to be respected, but that is not sufficient, consumers need to perceive that their rights are being respected too.\(^\text{34}\) Hence, due process requirements and counterpoise are paramount when there is power imbalance between the disputants. In this regard, key


\(^{32}\) E.g. the UK has the Financial Ombudsman, the Office of the Telecommunication Ombudsman and the Energy Ombudsman.


procedural issues should be taken into account, such as the need for impartiality, the selection of third neutral parties, legality, fair procedures and the supervision of ODR providers. Fast and inexpensive judicial enforcement when available or self-enforcement mechanisms are also required for the success of ODR services.

During the past decade, a number of recommendations and guidelines were issued with the objective of promoting fair and efficient ADR and ODR participation. Among the existing initiatives from international governmental bodies the most influential is the OECD’s Guidelines for Consumer Protection in the Context of Electronic Commerce and the subsequent report on Consumer Dispute Resolution in the Global Market Place. These guidelines were complemented in 2007 by a recommendation on B2C dispute resolution. The OECD has consistently encouraged the promotion of ODR, and it has suggested that the main obstacle for the development of ODR is national differences in existing legal frameworks on ADR, such as differences as to the validity of ADR clauses, enforceability of settlements, procedural principles and so on. The National Center for Technology and Dispute Resolution has issued standards of practice for ODR providers. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) is now working on uniform legal provisions for consumer ODR.

In addition, business organisations have taken initiatives in this area with the aim of promoting e-commerce and shielding themselves from liability and court procedures. The most relevant initiatives were issued by the Alliance for Global Business, the Global Business Dialogue on Electronic Commerce and the International Chamber of Commerce. Consumer organisations have also contributed to the development of ODR policies, notably the Trans-Atlantic Consumer Dialogue, Consumers International and the
International Consumer Protection and Enforcement Network.\(^46\) Also, dispute resolution providers have contributed to the development of ODR standards, e.g. the American Bar Association Taskforce on E-Commerce and ADR Recommended Best Practices for ODR Providers.\(^47\) This chapter does not intend to discuss these initiatives in detailed since they have already been discussed elsewhere.\(^48\)

With regards to future normative changes, it seems that the regulation of ODR is going to be slow, particularly at regional and global level. However, there are currently a number of initiatives that examine the possibility of regulating ODR in order to ensure and guarantee that (at least some) ODR service providers comply with minimum due process requirements. With regards to forthcoming initiatives it is important to highlight in the EU the Digital Agenda 2010 which proposes the creation of a pan-European Trustmark.\(^49\) The new aspect of this proposal is that it may consider the possibility of designing a public trustmark that may cohabit with private ones. In November 2011, the European Commission is due to issue to important legislative instruments in the field of consumer ODR. The first one is a directive requiring the provision of ADR services for cross-border B2C disputes and setting minimum standards for ADR methods. The second initiative is a Regulation on consumer ODR setting coordinating.

In this regard, the European Commission is closely following the international developments in the field of ODR, especially the outcome of UNCITRAL working group on ODR. UNCITRAL has the role of harmonising commercial and trade law at international level.\(^50\) Currently, UNCITRAL is examining a set of recommendations, which may include the possibility of creating a model law. The model law would then be employed to indicate the regulation of national laws. Another proposal that is being considered by UNCITRAL is that which has been presented by Organisation of American States (OAS) for the design of a global network of ODR providers.\(^51\) In addition, UNCITRAL is expected to issue a number of recommendations on the contractual use of ODR and the online enforcement of settlements reached through an ODR process.

\(^{46}\) <www.econsumer.gov>.
\(^{49}\) Digital Agenda (2010) supra.
\(^{50}\) UNCITRAL (2010) supra.
\(^{51}\) Rule et al. (2010).
4.3 Reluctance to Participate in ODR Processes

Another major identifiable challenge faced by ODR is convincing parties to trust and use an ODR service. When an individual has submitted a complaint to an ODR service that is not linked to the other party, the real challenge is to convince the party to participate. This is particularly difficult when there is an imbalance of power between the parties. Participation may also vary depending on the chosen ODR procedure. In case of arbitration, it would be easier to use it when parties have agreed before the dispute arises. This, however, may present legal problems in certain jurisdictions, such as in the EU, where pre-dispute B2C arbitration is only permissible if it is non-binding arbitration, or binding only for the business and not for consumers.52

By contrast, other countries, such as the US, allow the use of pre-dispute mandatory arbitration under the national law for the resolution of consumer disputes. Conversely, policy makers in the EU believe that allowing private dispute resolution systems might be introduced at the cost of decreasing the level of consumer protection within the EU.53 However, this policy could change in the EU if a co-ordinated legal initiative ensures that private ODR services meet sufficient procedural standards and grant the enforcement of consumer rights.54

In the case of mediation, it would be less problematic to obtain parties’ participation, especially when there is no significant imbalance of power between the parties, where there is an interest in maintaining the relationship and when the dispute is not highly confrontational. Additional incentives can be created in order to encourage parties’ participation. In eBay for example, buyers’ feedback encourages a seller’s participation since the seller wants to avoid negative reviews. Also intermediaries, such as lawyers, consumer organisations and chambers of commerce, may influence the type of dispute resolution mechanisms sought by the parties.55

Katsh and Rifkin observe that businesses may be reluctant to offer ODR in case their customers would interpret that disputes arise often.56 They suggest that ODR may enhance trust in a transaction if consumers are well informed, not just about their rights, but assuring them that they have also the tools to enforce them.57 For ODR to be trust building, it needs to be advertised appropriately. ODR is frequently offered in the context of affiliation

57 Ibid.
programs *i.e.* trustmarks. Traders generally affiliate to these schemes on a voluntary basis to enhance consumer confidence. In this context, the goal of ODR is not just to settle disputes but also to increase consumer confidence in e-commerce.\(^{58}\)

### 4.4 Awareness

An additional barrier in the growth of ODR is the lack of awareness. A way of increasing trust and awareness of ODR providers is by an accreditation system.\(^ {59}\) Accredited ODR providers (presumably of those providers that offer the most fair and cost-efficient ODR processes) could obtain certain privileges: they could be publicly endorsed with a trustmark; and as they would be monitored, thus ensuring fair and efficient services.

When ODR is proposed by the consumer, it often happens that the business will refuse its participation.\(^ {60}\) Hence, to ensure the use of ODR businesses must agree in advance to use it and offer it to the consumer when disputes arise.

There is a need to clarify the legal status of ODR decisions and contractual clauses. Thus far ODR has relied on self-regulation leaving many legal questions unanswered, such as the enforceability of decisions and clauses referring parties to an ODR process. This is why, unsurprisingly, enforceability and a mandatory nature are key factors for the success of ODR providers, (*e.g.* the UDRP). How many domain name disputants would otherwise voluntarily agree to use the UDRP if they were not compelled to do so? How many disputants would voluntarily comply with a decision from an adversarial ODR process? Even consensual ODR providers, such as eBay and PayPal, relied on the provision of strong incentives for parties to use ODR: buyers want to obtain economic compensation and sellers want to receive positive feedback from buyers. It must be noted that two of the most successful ODR processes to date (UDRP providers and eBay/PayPal) appeared in a market where disputes were referred to them, and where the market administrator (ICANN and eBay) wanted to avoid being sued by disputants. In addition, in most of these cases parties could not access an offline dispute resolution mechanism for a reasonable cost.
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5 ODR Methods Employed in the Settlement of Consumer Claims

5.1 Consensual ODR Methods

Consensual ODR includes mainly negotiation, mediation, and conciliation when taking place with bespoke software whereby parties communicate through the Internet. This section focuses on online mediation because it comprises the majority of the features of the above methods. The goal of mediator is to shift parties focus on legal entitlements towards problem-solving stance in order to maximize the interests of both parties when reaching an agreement.

According to Wissler, there are three types of disputes that are more likely to settle in mediation: disputes where the defendant admits partial or total liability; disputes where parties seek resolution rather than self-recognition; certain categories of disputes are more likely to be settled in mediation, e.g. disputes related to the payment of goods or services.\textsuperscript{61}

In order to assess the type of cases that would be suitable for online mediation, it is clear to start by referring to those which are unsuitable for online mediation. These are cases involving criminal matters (at least when the victim so decides), disputes where an important legal precedent is sought, or where there is a matter of policy which needs to be addressed. In addition, a major difficulty is to mediate with someone who does not want to be in the mediation process.\textsuperscript{62} Online mediation is more appropriate when the disparity of power between the parties is not great, \textit{i.e.} B2B, C2C, B2C (with Small and Medium Enterprises – \textit{i.e.} SMEs). Also, when parties 'want' to resolve the dispute though they are unable or reluctant to physically meet, such as e-commerce disputes.

The use of online mediation for resolving consumer disputes is challenging the traditional notions of litigation and ADR. The potential for online mediation lies in the fact that it reduces barriers in accessing justice by avoiding conflicts of laws and a lengthy adversarial process, thus reducing costs and time. In mediation, both parties are often more satisfied with the outcome and consider the process fairer than adjudicative processes.

It has been suggested elsewhere that under certain circumstances mandatory online mediation has the potential to increase consumer access to justice.\textsuperscript{63} Mandatory mediation could request parties to attend in good faith an online meeting with a mediator. This could only be achieved with greater public awareness, removing legal restrictions,\textsuperscript{64} increasing


\textsuperscript{64} In Rosalba Alassini (C-317/08) para. 67 the European Court of Justice held that mandatory mediation may only take place if electronic means are not the only means to carry out the mediation. The Court in this case
public funds, facilities and trained mediators,\(^{65}\) and greater incentives on disputants to participate in online mediation. Mandatory online mediation should have clear limits if used to resolve B2C disputes. For instance, it should be free for the consumer or provided at a low cost; where a mediation settlement is not achieved and the dispute escalates to an online adjudicative process (a judicial process or arbitration), the costs, if any, could be considered as part of the legal costs.

When participants have unequal powers, it should be mandatory to the stronger party to attend an online session, but the option should be given to the consumer to opt out, particularly when a small claims process is available. Conversely, if clear limits are not well defined, mandatory mediation could create new barriers for consumer redress by encouraging them to settle for less than their legal rights. In order to avoid this, consumers should be empowered by being unequivocally informed that they cannot be pressured to settle and being reminded of their right to refuse any offer.

### 5.1.1 Norm-Educating Model

A number of models can be adopted by the mediator. These models determine how interventionist would be role of the mediator in informing parties about the norms that apply to their dispute. When there is an imbalance of power, it may be desirable to have a mediator who employs a norm-educating model and thus informs the parties, particularly the consumer, about their legal rights. The norm-educating model seems appropriate for consumer mediation as it enhances the autonomy and power of the consumer and ensures a greater level of fairness in the final result.\(^{66}\) When the mediation is conducted online, this could be carried out in a more impartial manner, by for instance including links to websites that contain information on consumer rights.

### 5.2 Adjudicative ODR Methods

This section briefly examines some issues regarding the inquisitorial nature of consumer adjudicative methods and two online extra-judicial procedures: the institutionalised Spanish consumer arbitration system, which is currently moving towards the online sphere;\(^{67}\) and the dispute resolution system for domain names, which is a bespoke administrative process similar to arbitration that might be used as a model for B2C ODR.

---


\(^{67}\) See Royal Decree 231/2008 of 15 February 2008 of the Consumer Arbitration System.
5.2.2 Inquisitorial Processes

The resolution of consumer disputes through ODR would often require the use of an adjudicative method – i.e. a process where the settlement is imposed by the third neutral party. In adjudication, each party has to present his case; but when parties do not have legal representation, it is often preferred the use of an inquisitorial process where the third neutral party carries out a more interventionist role. The inquisitorial role of the third party is generally described as opposed to the adversarial role. A brief explanation of these two roles is considered here pertinent.

Traditionally, in common law systems litigation, as the prime type of adjudication, has been informed by the adversarial principle where parties research the law, present the case, find the evidence and challenge the views of the other party. Parties do all this without the assistance of the judge, who acts as a mere umpire. This feature of common law systems has changed throughout the time in all jurisdictions. In jurisdictions such as the US and those influenced by the American court system, judges have a more interventionist function. However, it must be noted that the role of the judge in the English civil procedure has changed significantly during the last decade with the new managerial powers given to the judiciary after the Woolf Reforms.\(^68\) Despite that some of the differences in approaches have been diluted in England and in other common law jurisdictions with an increasingly interventionist judge,\(^69\) there are still some features inherent in the adversarial nature of the common law tradition that increase costs. One of these typical features is the use of disclosure (or discovery in the US) which, unlike in civil law jurisdictions, is a key feature that may drive up the cost of the proceedings.

On the contrary, in civil law jurisdictions courts (as well as more informal forms of adjudication elsewhere, such as tribunals) employ an inquisitorial approach, thus assisting the parties in presenting their case. Inquisitorial judges have greater discretion in assisting disputants during the civil process, particularly helping with the procedural niceties to those parties without legal representation. This enabling role of judges\(^70\) allows them to investigate on their own volition in order to facilitate the reaching of a more cost-efficient way of resolving disputes. The inquisitorial approach does not place as much stress as the adversarial approach on oral presentations. Furthermore, in the adversarial system the parties have greater control over the process, accordingly, parties, and not the court, call witnesses.\(^71\) This is because the emphasis on the inquisitorial process is on access to justice, while in adversarial process is on the justice on the merits.
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69 O. Chase et al., Civil Litigation in Comparative Context, Thomson West 2007, p. 592.
70 The “enabling role” is a hallmark of judges of modern tribunals. This role is most evidence in disputes between citizen and the State.
Online adjudication for consumers, (e.g. online arbitration) should make an emphasis on access to justice. The third neutral party, be the technology alone (as the fourth party) or the third neutral party assisted with ICT tools, must carry out when necessary an inquisitorial role, ensuring that the power imbalance between the consumer and the business will not allow an unfair result. The inquisitorial role of the neutral party may affect its impartiality, thus it is important for these processes to be monitored by public or accreditation entities. It must be highlighted that the power imbalance between the parties will not only be related to the resources of consumers, but it is also related to the fact that the business is more likely to be a repeat player, dealing with a number of disputes on any given time.

5.2.3 The Spanish Consumer Arbitration Boards

The Spanish Act on the Services of the Information Society opens the possibility of using consumer arbitration and other ADR methods, either offline or online. Spanish law, however, only allows the use of online consumer arbitration when it is provided by the public authorities under the national law. The online procedure is promoted by the government and may take place online, from start to end. The law states all the necessary aspects for the functioning of the online service, such as the determination of the competent arbitration board, the place of arbitration, and the use of electronic signatures and notifications.

The Spanish Consumer Arbitration Boards provide with a voluntary procedure that is characterised for being quick (maximum of four months), confidential, binding, free and flexible – there is no economic limit and parties choose if they want the arbitration to be based on law or equity. Consumer arbitration cannot be used in those cases where there is intoxication, injury, death or reasons to believe that there is a crime involved in the dispute. The Spanish Consumer Protection Act considers a clause that refers consumers to arbitration different to the Public Consumer Arbitration illegal, unless the arbitration institution has been created by statute for a specific sector. This excludes not only private arbitration but any international arbitration.
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72 Ley de Servicios de la Sociedad de la Información 34/2002, Article 32 and para. 2 of disp. adic. 3.
73 See Articles 51-55 and fourth final disposition RD 231/2008. See also RD 863/2009.
74 Ibid. Currently the videoconference has been implemented in a number of places, including Madrid, Valencia and Murcia.
76 Article 1 RD 231/2008.
78 M. Gonzalo Quiroga, La Protección Jurídica de los Consumidores, Madrid, Dykinson S.L. 2003, p. 120.
Only consumers can initiate the procedure by submitting a claim at the closest Arbitration Board to the consumer’s domicile. In order to use consumer arbitration, both parties must agree to the use of arbitration after the dispute arises. However, Spanish businesses may be incorporated in the Consumer Arbitration Scheme before the dispute arises. Adhered businesses are registered in a public list and display the official trustmark. In those cases it will only be required that the consumer accepts arbitration after the dispute arises. In other words, there is a pre-dispute arbitration clause which is binding on the business, but not on the consumer. Yet, some businesses adhere only partially to the Consumer Arbitration Scheme, leaving some restrictions regarding economic threshold or the type of disputes that consumers may take to the arbitration board. When the use of arbitration is restricted, businesses will have to include the expression of “Limited Offer” together with the trustmark logo.

Under the new law, mediation is introduced as a prior step before arbitration. Parties automatically participate in mediation unless one of them expressly opposes to it. If the mediation fails, the arbitrators meet the parties at the hearing to evaluate their evidence. The arbitral process may be carried out with an oral hearing (which now can be online) or by submitting documents. There is a preference for meeting the parties rather than conducting an only written procedure because the meeting often facilitates settlements. In the event that an agreement cannot be obtained during the hearing, arbitrators will resolve the dispute based on equity, except the parties expressly agree to request the arbitral award to be based on law. In both cases, the arbitral award is required to be reasoned. A written opinion helps to demonstrate that the procedure is fair and rational, and it can also help to guide the future conduct of the parties. Decisions are binding and enforceable but may be appealed in the higher court on a number of grounds, such as violation of due process rules.

5.2.4 The Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution Policy
The UDRP, unlike traditional arbitration, is not intended to supplant court proceedings, but merely to afford an additional forum for dispute resolution, allowing parties to commence legal actions at any stage. Some of the features of the UDRP may be a good model for ODR providers that target B2C disputes. There are nonetheless significant differences between the domain name disputes and e-commerce disputes. Edwards and Williams observe that consumer disputes in the context of e-commerce are often about the expecta-
tions of the parties; it is harder, they argue, to assess evidence in e-commerce disputes than in domain name disputes. According to Hörnle, the UDRP model would need to increase due process standards in order to be used for cross-border disputes where parties have unequal bargaining power.

The success of the UDRP as an ODR model for domain names rests on getting disputants to use the UDRP and its efficient self-enforcement mechanism. This self-enforcement mechanism may not be available for some types of disputes, such as mainstream disputes arising out of a transaction between an online vendor and a buyer; except if there is the collaboration of entities that could enforce the outcome, for instance, the payment service (e.g. VISA or PayPal) or if a dispute arouse on a third party platform or other intermediary, such as disputes arising out of market places (e.g. eBay) or disputes originated from information posted on mass collaboration sites (e.g. Facebook and Wikipedia).

Under the UDRP, parties do not sign an arbitration agreement; they submit to the procedure separately: the complainant by filing his complaint, the respondent by registering his domain name. However the UDRP is far from perfect. It has been suggested that the time is right to make a number of amendments to the UDRP policy and rules in order to attain, not only an efficient, but a fairer ODR process. Despite its imperfections, the UDRP illustrates that the success of adjudicative ODR processes depends upon their self-enforcement mechanisms and mandatory participation. When deciding which adjudicative ODR process, judicial or arbitral, is more suitable for B2C disputes, it is necessary to take into account which procedure ensures greater accessibility and fairness, as power imbalance between the parties is likely to be considerable.

6 Appropriate ODR Methods

It is not possible to single out an ODR method that could be suitable for all type of consumer disputes. It is possible, nevertheless, to extract certain parameters from successful ODR providers that could assist in informing how ODR methods need to be tailored in order to be effective.

Assisted negotiation and online mediation (e.g. SquareTrade, eBay and PayPal) have been successful in niche markets by targeting large numbers of similar disputes with highly

automated ODR models that recognise patterns from comparable disputes matching them with proposed resolutions. These processes have great advantages because they are fast and involve relatively little cost. The limit of these platforms is that they deal only with repetitive and simple disputes. The success of automated processes for consumer disputes depends on the nature of the dispute, the accuracy of the information provided, and the capability of the software or the fourth party in assessing the dispute.

Consensual processes avoid conflicts of laws, hence allowing parties to focus on their respective interests, rather than on what rights they have under the law. The main constraint of these consensual processes is that require all parties to be motivated in resolving their disputes. This begs the question of which situations are the most appropriate for parties to seek compromise? Consensual processes seem appropriate for resolving disputes in high context cultures, where people have close connections over a long period of time, (e.g. family disputes). Furthermore, online mediation may be suitable in low context cultures, such as in e-commerce when the mediator adopts a more interventionist role (the norm educating model), if parties are motivated and when the imbalance of power between the parties is not too great – i.e. when consumers are dealing with SMEs that encounter seldom disputes.

When the power imbalance is significant, when the consumer is not aware of his legal entitlements and when there is a "genuine social need for an authoritative interpretation of the law", adjudicative public processes may be more adequate for correcting possible abuses of power. Notwithstanding, this is not just a question of power imbalance, but it is also a question of the nature of the rights. Accordingly, in some disputes parties may find a solution without compromising their interests, while in other cases a settlement would only be possible if both parties compromise. Therefore, it would be necessary to identify under which circumstances one party may renounce a right for the sake of compromise. In the consumer context, it would be necessary to distinguish between the rights that should not be waived by the parties (e.g. human rights) while other rights could be considered dispositive rights (e.g. right to return the goods). In order to uphold these rights it is necessary not only the use of an adjudicative process, but also the provision of a public appeal system that ensures the application of public mandatory laws, including consumer protection laws. However appeals increase costs and time in the resolution of

89 In the EU the right to a fair trial is contained in Article 6 of the European Convention of Human Rights, and the cooling off period allowing consumers to return goods bought by methods of distance selling, including e-commerce, is contained in Article 6 of the Distance Selling Directive 97/7.
disputes, hence, it should be limited to the most deserving cases.\footnote{Ibid.} Another option to avoid abuses from the business would be the establishment of a supervisory body that monitors ODR service providers. This could be done either through an accreditation system or when an independent institution refers cases to trusted ODR service providers.

Adjudicative procedures may be useful methods for resolving online consumer disputes. Online judicial processes are particularly appropriate for dealing with disputes where parties cannot reach consensus through any other ODR method, when a large disparity of power exists between the parties and when it is necessary to review decisions. Conversely, online arbitration has other advantages: it is custom-tailored to the dispute at hand, it is conclusive and it can replace the jurisdiction of the courts, though online arbitration may also be non-binding or appealable. This is illustrated by the adjudicative UDRP system, which framework is supported by the following three pillars: (i) the UDRP deals only with blatant disputes, which are abusive registrations of domain names made in order to take advantage of the reputation of existing trademarks; (ii) the referral to the UDRP is included through a mandatory contractual clause; and (iii) the UDRP has incorporated a self-enforcement mechanism, even though its decisions are non-binding if the dispute is brought to court.

Similarly, chargebacks and refunds by payment service providers offer a valuable remedy for consumers when using credit cards. Chargebacks reverse all transactions when a fraudulent use has occurred or when there is a violation of the contractual terms. According to the OECD, credit cards are the most common form of payment by consumers in e-commerce transactions.\footnote{Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development "Best Practices for Consumer Policy: Report on the Effectiveness of Enforcement Regimes" (20 December 2006) Available at <www.oecd.org/dataoecd/26/61/36456184.pdf>.
} For instance, in the UK consumers have the right to claim damages from the credit card issuer when the purchase value is within the range of GBP 100-GBP 30,000.\footnote{Section 75(3)(b) of the Consumer Credit Act 1974.}

Finally, it must be noted that online consumer disputes tend increasingly to be resolved through a tiered process: the first step is a company’s internal customer service; the second step, consensual ODR (i.e. assisted negotiation, automated negotiation and online mediation); the third step, online arbitration; or a judicial process (when this is an option). The connection between consensual and an effective adjudicative method is essential, because it is often the latter which is an important incentive to bring the parties to the negotiation table.\footnote{H. Genn, The Hamlyn Lectures 2008: Judging Civil Justice, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2010, p. 80. Cf. book review P. Cortés (2011) 31(1) Legal Studies, pp. 162-166.} Multi-step dispute resolution processes may become predominant. This approach emphasises the parties’ prerequisite to consider consensual processes during the initial stage of their dispute in order to promote less formal, less costly and more efficient dispute processing.
resolution methods. However, such an approach should not consider consensual ODR just as a first step before adjudication, but as an alternative and invaluable tool for the resolution of disputes that is offered in conjunction to adjudication.

7 Conclusion: Future Trends in Consumer ODR

In the developed world, most consumers with Internet connection trade online, from groceries to transport and accommodation. Many consumers have done this for a few years already, but it is in recent times that Internet connection has become a common feature in most households. In the developing world, even though most consumers do not have continuous Internet connection, increasingly many have access to cybercafés and mobile phones, which are used for certain financial transactions, such as to facilitate payments. With online (mis)communications inevitably appear online disputes. It seems that the most obvious field for the development of ODR will have to be e-commerce. If the conflicts arise online, it seems logical that they should be resolved online. This is already happening in a number of areas, such as domain name disputes resolved by ICANN approved UDRP providers, and traditional B2C and B2B disputes in eBay and PayPal. It is very possible that these types of ODR services will augment first with the large digital providers, such as iTunes, or large corporations with a high number of online transactions, such as airlines.

The development of ODR, as with ADR, will probably be sector specific. Whether consumer disputes will be fully centralized remains to be seen, but it seems more likely that ODR providers will develop expertise in specific fields rather than dealing with all types of consumer disputes. Thus, the development of ODR will start to consolidate in certain sectors, such as transport, motor vehicles, and financial disputes.

Another sector where technology will start to develop very soon in countries with widespread Internet connection will be the courts of justice. Currently there are an increasing number of courts that admit online claims through their websites. The implementation of ICT tools in courts is starting to be applied to streamlined processes, such as small claims and money claims procedures. These processes generally make for the largest number of dockets in many courts, so streamlining these processes would help significantly with the administrative load. The development of e-justice will be implemented slowly, but it is not far from the day when certain types of civil cases might benefit from being litigated from the beginning to the end without parties stepping into the court house.

96 Hörnle (2009), p. 58.
There will be an increase of online management and online communications which will transform face to face processes into fully institutionalised ODR processes, such as the Spanish online arbitration systems, the money claim online in the UK and the online small claim courts. Online judicial processes will be used when parties are located in different jurisdictions, such as the European Small Claims Procedure (ESCP) which could become the first judicial procedure to incorporate ODR technology to deal with cross-border claims. National courts will start providing e-filing and using case-management technology.\(^7\) The resolution of disputes will be mostly attempted by consensual processes at first, regardless of the amounts of money involved. When consensual processes are not attempted, the courts will start to consider systematically whether these disputes should be first mediated. Hence mediation will become part of the litigation system. Accordingly, legal professionals will advise on the appropriateness of each dispute resolution method.

An important change that will promote the use of ODR services, as it is now happening in the US and the UK, is the loss of monopoly by attorneys in the resolution of disputes. Now, in the UK for instance, lawyers (i.e. solicitors and barristers) can enter into partnerships with businesses, accountants and other professionals, which undoubtedly have a more practical (as opposed to legalist) approach when resolving disputes.\(^8\) Mediators, arbitrators, conciliators, and other ADR professionals will be more open to incorporate (as they already do with email) a number of ODR tools to aid in the resolution of their clients’ disputes. Also lawyers will be more knowledgeable of conflict management skills and techniques.\(^9\)

There will be a greater interest in the development and implementation of dispute avoidance techniques.\(^10\) ODR providers will develop ad hoc ODR mechanisms for online vendors so they can minimize the number of disputes that may arise out of their transactions with consumers. These ODR prevention mechanisms will be highly automated and will resolve the majority of complaints. Only a small number of complaints that are not resolved by these mechanisms will then be outsourced to external ODR providers, which in its majority would be either public or private bodies approved or certified by a public entity. Once a dispute escalates to an external ODR services, disputants will be assisted with a human third neutral party, who will seek for the consensual resolution of the disputes, and failing that, it will issue a recommendation that may be binding on the business but not on the consumer, who would still be able to pursue the judicial avenue.

Consumers will therefore retain the right to go to court. Some jurisdictions will offer a streamlined B2C online small claims procedure; yet this process will likely be more costly

---

\(^8\) The (UK) Legal Services Act 2007 allows for the creation of Alternative Business Structures (ABS). The Law Society anticipates starting to license ABS in the second half of 2011.
and slower than the previous accredited ODR providers. Furthermore, these judicial processes will increasingly require both parties to have previously attempted the consensual resolution of their disputes; and if they have not tried it, then they will have to justify why; otherwise they will face the payment of legal costs or a fine if the courts consider that one of the parties has acted unreasonably in refusing to participate in consensual processes. Hence consensual ODR would be quasi-mandatory.

The future of ODR is undeniable. Susskind describes ODR as a disruptive legal technology which will liberate a latent market of low value disputes that today remain largely unresolved.\textsuperscript{101} According to Katsh, ODR might not have taken over the world the first time around, but technology has gotten to the point where it just does not make sense to not use the Internet to handle disputes.\textsuperscript{102} Some of the essential ingredients for the growth of ODR are laying the ground for its market expansion: there is a constant increase in the use of ADR, transnational e-commerce, and online social networking.

ODR might not always provide a perfect solution to resolve all B2C disputes, but it could certainly deliver a satisfactory resolution to many disputes, including those that arise out of the B2C sphere, such as disputes amongst SMEs, or even outside the commercial and online realm, such as citizen to government (C2G) disputes. The need for ODR increases when parties face certain circumstances, such as limited economic resources, vast geographic distance and urgency in the resolution of disputes. It is also an ideal process for isolated B2C transactions where parties prefer less formal legal proceedings and are content to avoid face to face interactions.

This chapter cannot give a definite forecast on how ODR methods for consumer disputes will advance in the next few years. However, it is clear that ICT is developing increasingly faster while ODR service providers are becoming more sophisticated, intuitive and professional. It can be argued that the ODR of the future will be of greater quality, will cater for specific types of consumer disputes, will be predominantly public-operated or monitored, it will be compulsory, largely automated and it will be able to provide many of the functions that currently only a human neutral party can do. Such a system would have to be supported by artificial intelligence, economic incentives and legal standards.

\textsuperscript{101} Susskind (2008), p. 223.